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Kreon ato – a circular projector light used as a recessed downlight by placing the adjustable lamp on the front and by showcasing the design using different finishes.

Kreon ato provides a truly versatile lighting tool. The Kreon ato is a recessed indoor spotlight family for focused light. With single or double directional lampheads they meet the needs of accent lighting requirements in residential environments, commercial premises and hospitality projects.

Kreon ato has a rotational adjustment of 360º and an angular adjustment of 30º which, when combined with the choice of high quality reflectors with facetted spherical smooth surfaces provides a truly versatile accent lighting tool. Kreon ato single comes in two beam angles, flood (30º) and wide flood (40º) and can be additionally equipped with professional screening accessories. Kreon ato twin has two lampheads with 30º flood optics than can be tilted independently.

Repositioning the light source to the front increases the efficiency and range of the light without compromising on comfort. The characteristic anti-glare snoot and aluminium optics contribute to ensuring this comfort. Ato is available in single or twin, flange or flangeless. With its innovative design comprising two adjustable spotlights in a single aperture, kreon ato 80 twin is a smart solution for better focused light. In this way, different layers of light may be emitted from a single point.
Mounting
Ato single or twin is a recessed luminaires for ceilings. There is a 360 deg. rotation and 300 inclination with the lampheads. A choice of trim or trimless, with or without shadow gap.

Optical system
ato single (12W) produces up to 1485lm source / 1150lm delivered. Ato twin produces up to 2x570lm source / 2x370lm delivered. Flood and Wide flood beam available for ato single. Ato twin only available with flood beam. LED life of L90 greater than 50,000 hours. Cree LED implementing 2-step SDCM color consistency. Choice of 2700K or 3000K CCT. CRI 90+. Various dimming options available.

Louver / lamphead
Ato is available in white or black louver finish and then a choice of (4) various lamphead finishes to pick from- white painted, black painted, chrome and red copper

Accessories
Optional glare preventers and diffusing lenses can be an additional control of brightness. Anti-glare snoot and optics contribute to ensuring this comfort. Accessories can only be used in combination with glare preventor. Max. 2 accessories per glare preventor.

To find out more about kreon ato, please visit https://www.kreon.com/en/international/lights/ato or contact your regional sales manager at 201-298-4448.
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